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S
candinavia has really made 

its mark in our homes, 

particularly in our living 

rooms – that uber-cool 

blend of  clean lines, 

simple shapes and 

beautifully-

designed 

functional 

furniture adds 

up to a 

sophisticated, 

elegant look that’s 

proved irresistible 

here in the UK.

But just as the 

Scandi buzzword-of-

the-moment has 

moved on from the 

Danish hygge to the 

Swedish lagom – 

which means just 

the right amount – 

the vibe in 

interiors has 

evolved too, 

making way for 

more balanced, pared-back 

style, where comfort and 

quality reign supreme.

That less-is-more vision is shared 

by Niki Brantmark, a Londoner who 

moved to Sweden more than a 

decade ago. The move inspired her 

blog, My Scandinavian Home - and 

now her new book, The 

Scandinavian Home, opens the door 

to a host of  distinctive spaces, 

including dreamy log cabins.

“Scandinavian homes are 

renowned for their clean lines and 

muted colours and there’s a 

wonderful ease in the way they 

create them and apply their innate 

sense of  style,” Brantmark 

enthuses.

“In general, they believe it’s better 

to take time layering their 

homes with items that 

tell a story and have 

a sense of  

purpose. It all 

helps to make 

their settings 

unique and filled 

with personality 

and beauty.”

The huge 

popularity of  

the Scandi 

look means it 

can be created 

quickly and 

affordably – think 

Ikea – or you can 

follow a more 

measured 

approach, and 

take your time 

collecting 

one-off  finds and 

heirloom pieces.

The Scandinavian Home by Niki 

Brantmark, 

photography 

by James 

Gardiner, is 

published by 

Cico Books, 

priced £19.99. 

Available to 

readers for the 

special price 

of £14.99 (inc 

p&p); Call 01256 302 699 and quote 

reference KF8

 ■ Oyster Slate split face 

mosaic wall tile, £46.95 

(reduced from £55.28) per 

square metre, Tile Giant. 

(www.tilegiant.co.uk).

Bringing home the Scandi look 

The less-is-more concept of Scandinavian-

style interiors has inspired Londoner  

Niki Brantmark to write The Scandinavian 

Home, a book which explores ways of 

bringing the look into your home.

Scandi style rule

Follow Niki Brantmark’s guide 

to creating Scandi-style decor...

■ Keep the look clean and fuss-free, 

focusing on straight lines and simple 

shapes. “In many homes, whether 

urban, country or rural dwellings, 

you will find only a few beautifully 

crafted, high-quality iconic design 

pieces, alongside antiques and flea 

market finds, all made from natural, 

sustainable sources.”

■ Stick to light, muted colours, such 

as white, light grey and blue, for a 

calm look and feel. “The preference 

is for light wood floors and white 

walls and ceilings which reflect the 

light.”

■ Leave windows as unobscured 

as possible to allow natural light 

to fill the room. “Scandinavians 

are inspired by light, having an 

abundance of it in summer, but so 

little of it in winter, so house design 

tends to maximise the natural light 

flow with large windows.”

■ Create interest using different 

textures, such as marble, wood 

and stone. “Nature and weather are 

major influences, as homes have to 

be made warm and cosy, not simply 

with log burning stoves, but also 

through incorporating earthy colour 

tones and natural materials from 

wood to leather, to soften the clean 

lines of the architecture.”

■ Add layers of soft materials such 

as cotton, linen and sheepskin, for a 

warm and inviting space. Forgo wall-

to-wall carpets for wood flooring and 

a selection of small rugs. As a final 

finishing touch, bring nature indoors 

with plants and flowers, as well as 

other items found on your doorstep.
 ■ Nordic Maple wood effect tiles, £26.95 (reduced from 

£49.45) per square metre, Walls & Floors.                      Pictures: PA

 ■ Natures Collection 

New Zealand 

sheepskin rug, light 

grey £127.50, 

Cloudberry Living.

 ■ Sandy Marks pictured last 

year. Inset, Ms Marks in 

1980, pictured in a key piece 

of evidence. Pictures: KEN 
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■ Documents show former 

mayor’s historic ties to child 

sex supporters

■ She reveals she was 

manipulated and feels like 

‘bloody idiot’ – then denies it

■ Insists she acted properly over

children’s homes scandal of 1990s

■ Survivors condemn her past and 

call for new police probe

■ Council promises 

independent inquiry into 

Gazette’s evidence

Kids’ abuse scandal: 
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TV&lifestyle
AddictedtoTV with Stacia Briggs

» Twitter: @womaninblack  » Email: stacia.briggs@archant.co.uk

I
t was one of  the most 

concerning issues of  the 

Brexit/Bremain referendum: 

would a UK exit from the EU 

mean we’d be barred from the 

Eurovision Song Contest? (I 

am joking. Please don’t email me). 

The answer is no: we will have our 

moment in the spotlight tonight 

before we face a public vote from the 

continent we’ve just shunned which 

should be pretty brutal. 

Short of  fielding a hologram of  

The Beatles or David Bowie, we’re in 

trouble.

But to be entirely honest, being a 

member state didn’t exactly grease 

our path up the Eurovision chart 

either, so perhaps our swift Brexit 

stage left won’t have an undue effect 

on our final position tonight (my 

money is on us being third from 

last). Nil points is still nil points in 

or out of  Europe.

Graham Norton returns to the 

commentary box to cover all the 

action from  Saturday night’s Grand 

Final, broadcast live from the 

International Exhibition Centre in 

Kiev, Ukraine. The event begins with 

the traditional artists’ parade, and 

an introduction by Oleksandr 

Skichko, Volodymyr Ostapchuk and 

Timur Miroshnychenko, the 

Ukranian TV stars serving as the 

masters of  ceremonies. Try and say 

those names after a few shandies.

The host nation, represented by 

alternative rock outfit O.Torvald, has 

joined the so-called Big Five - France, 

Spain, Germany, Italy and the UK - in 

progressing directly through to the 

final, with the other 20 finallist spots 

being filled by the acts that made it 

through the semi-finals. 

Cardiff  singer and former X 

Factor contestant (she was beaten by 

Jedward, but don’t let that colour 

your opinion) Lucie Jones will be 

representing the UK this evening, 

singing Never Give Up On You, 

co-written by former Eurovision 

winner Emmelie De Forest. It’s OK, 

but really it doesn’t matter how good 

it is, we still won’t win short of  

divine intervention.

But still. Who cares? It’s not about 

the winning, it’s about the 

Eurovision-themed snacks and the 

hope that Lordi might represent 

Finland again wearing demon 

costumes with leather bat wings  

and singing about the ‘rockoning’ or 

the Russian grannies will be  

back singing traditional hymns 

before the beat drops and they  

start twerking.

It’s about Ukrainians singing 

English lyrics such as “seven, seven 

bye-bye” and an Israeli song with the 

line “I want, I want a cucumber”, it’s 

about performers (often our own) 

turning out off-key performances 

that can sour a pint of  milk from 20 

paces, it’s about brave sartorial 

choices but mainly, if  I’m honest, it’s 

about alcohol. Bottoms up, let’s party 

like it’s 1998 (when the UK last won).

The UK finally faces its Waterloo

 ■ Commentator of the 

Eurovision Song 

Contest Grand Final 

Graham Norton.   

Picture: CHRISTOPHER 

 
BAINES

Eurovision Song Contest 2017, BBC1, 8pm, Sat

 RECORD »

 ■ Record: Britain’s Best Loved Double 

Acts, Channel Five, Sunday, 5.10pm: 

It’s a repeat, but can anyone see 

Morecambe and Wise enough? A 

countdown celebrating terrific 

twosomes, cracking couples and 

dazzling duos from the world of TV, 

film, music, animation and sport as 

voted for by Channel Five viewers. 

Expect to see some classic clips from 

the best partnerships of all time - who 

will nab the top spot? 

 WATCH »

 ■ Watch: Dara and Ed’s Road to 

Mandalay, BBC2, Sunday, 9pm: Dara O 

Briain and Ed Byrne continue their 

journey in Thailand, where they find 

out about locals’ reaction to the tourist 

explosion in Bangkok, explore the 

ruins of the capital of Ayutthaya and 

visit an elephant sanctuary. Along the 

way, they stop off for a massage and Ed 

has a go at Thai boxing. Genuinely 

funny, this pair’s take on travelling is a 

breath of fresh air.

    Four great  
    pullouts
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Pro-paedophile 
past of former 
mayor who was 
given oversight 
of kids’ services

Survivors of  the horrific child abuse 

scandal that rocked Islington 

Council in the 1990s have called for 

police to lead a fresh inquiry as the 

Gazette today publishes explosive 

new revelations.

An ex-mayor of  Islington and top 

councillor at the time when children 

were being raped in kids’ homes has 

sensationally admitted her links to a 

pro-paedophile group that supported 

child sex in early 1980.

The council said it was “shocked 

and concerned” by the Gazette’s 

information and has promised an 

inquiry led by a top lawyer.

When approached, the former 

social services committee chair at 

first said she had “no memory of  the 

period”. But she later came clean 

about her pro-paedophile past after 

being shown evidence – saying she 

was “a complete bloody idiot” who 

had been manipulated by those 

around her. However, just before the 

Gazette went to press, she changed 

her story again to say the allegations 

were “untrue and unfounded”.

Survivors of  the abuse say some-

one who had apparently held such 

repellent views should never have 

been given political responsibility 

for young people.

Today, after a major investigation, 

the Gazette can reveal that docu-

ments show:

� Former councillor Sandy Marks, 

who chaired the social services 

committee during the children’s 

homes scandal of  the 1990s, attended 

a conference with a radical pro-

paedophile activist group called 

Fallen Angels in 1980;

� The Fallen Angels campaigned to 

abolish age of  consent laws and 

condemned child protection as “a 

racket”;

� Ms Marks attended a meeting of  a 

group campaigning for criminal 

charges against the vile Paedophile 

Information Exchange (PIE) to be 

dropped. Also in the room was PIE 

chairman Tom O’Carroll;

� Documents identify Ms Marks as 

the planned co-author of  a book with 

a radical paedophile activist who 

signed a letter “paedophile love 

& kisses”.

Yet by 1983, only three 

years later, Sandy Marks 

was sitting on the social 

services committee at 

Islington Council, 

which had oversight of  

kids in care. 

She chaired the 

committee from 1991 

to 1995 

during 

the height of  paedophile sex ring 

allegations concerning children’s 

homes in the borough.

When confronted by the Gazette, 

Ms Marks – who sits on a watchdog 

panel for the Crown Prosecution 

Service – said she has “huge gaps” in 

her memory for health reasons 

caused by the illness ME. But she 

Emma Youle and Ramzy Alwakeel
emma.youle@archant.co.uk

HODGE: ‘OUR  

NAIVETY WAS 

SHAMEFUL’

The Gazette asked 

former council 

leader Margaret 

Hodge, pictured 

below, to respond 

to the new 

revelations.

The Labour MP 

said: “If  Sandy 

Marks did hold 

those views, I was 

not aware of  them.

“Furthermore I 

signed a petition 

calling for the 

banning of  the PIE 

in 1983. 

“I have apolo-

gised a number of  

times for our fail-

ure to understand 

about child abuse 

and take children’s 

voices seriously in 

the Eighties. I am 

sorry. 

“Our naivety 

was shameful and 

I’m really glad 

we’ve learned 

since then 

the impor-

tance of  

listening 

to the 

voices of  

children 

who have 

been 

abused.”

The Evening Standard jour-

nalists who exposed the 

Islington kids’ home abuse 

scandal in October 1992 met 

Sandy Marks a month before 

the story, right, was published, 

and say they were “shocked” 

by her response.

Eileen Fairweather and 

Stewart Payne – who went on 

to win awards for their 

articles – wanted to inform 

the then chair of  the social 

services committee of  the 

horrors they were uncovering.

In the meeting, they laid out 

damning evidence of  abuse 

gathered from whistleblowers.

‘WE TOLD SANDY 
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admitted her past after being shown 

a key piece of  photo evidence.

The 63-year-old said she had been 

manipulated at the time by those 

around her, and had not properly 

understood the views of  the Fallen 

Angels – which included campaign-

ing to legalise sex with children.

She insisted: “I’m not a 

paedophile.”

Ms Marks said: “I don’t really 

understand how I could have been so 

stupid. I don’t understand how I 

could have got myself  into it. Maybe 

I didn’t read the stuff  – I don’t know. 

I can’t see me having stood up and 

said: ‘These are my views.’”

She added: “There’s no defence for 

thinking that it’s OK, but there were 

reasons why at the time.

“And I guess with growing up – 

becoming more my own person – I 

was able to say: ‘This is what I think, 

not what somebody else tells me is 

what I think’.”

The care home scandal was made 

public when the Evening Standard 

 ■ Sandy Marks pictured 
last year after being 
awarded a Mayor’s Civic 
Award for her work as a 
disability campaigner. 
 Picture: KEN MEARS

COUNCIL INQUIRY

Islington Council has 

promised to set up an 

inquiry led by a top lawyer 

to examine the Gazette’s 

evidence – and has con-

demned support for paedo-

philia as “abhorrent”.

Council leader Cllr 

Richard Watts said: “I’m 

shocked and concerned at 

the information as pre-

sented by the Gazette. This 

raises new questions about 

the council’s response to the 

allegations in the 1990s. I 

have instructed that we will 

appoint an independent QC 

to examine the evidence, 

and provide advice on the 

best action to take. 

“They will be free to 

pursue any line of  inquiry, 

and we will be bound by 

their recommendations.” 

The report will be passed 

to the Independent Inquiry 

into Child Sexual Abuse.

“On behalf  of  Islington 

Council, I’m extremely 

sorry for the council’s past 

failure to protect vulnerable 

children,” he added. “I know 

those who were abused 

continue to suffer.”

He said new evidence 

would be treated “extremely 

seriously” and encouraged 

survivors to talk to police so 

“those responsible can be 

brought to justice”.

He stressed the council 

today is a “very different 

organisation” and said child 

protection is a top priority.

The Gazette understands a 

grant to Islington Personal 

Budgets Network 

Community Interest 

Company to establish a 

“centre for 

inclusive 

living” will 

be reviewed 

– including 

a £27,457 

salary for 

Ms Marks, a 

director 

of  the 

company.

“We spoke to Sandy Marks to 

ask for her to help protect the 

whistleblowers, and to tell her 

that their claims were true,” 

said Ms Fairweather.

“But she didn’t seem to want 

to engage at all with notions of  

abuse.

“I can’t now remember her 

exact wording, but she indi-

cated that she was indifferent 

to what the kids got up to 

sexually – she had a very 

libertarian view, and spoke as 

if  they were free agents. 

“She said she saw the role of  

the councillors when they 

inspected the homes as being to 

check things like: were the 

washing machines working?

“I have never forgotten it. It 

was very shocking.”

She says Ms Marks asked to 

see the evidence but would not 

agree to protect sources’ 

confidentiality.

But Ms Marks says she was 

presented with no evidence of  

current abuse and only fully 

understood the seriousness 

when she saw the articles.

“The first evidence, if  it was 

evidence, I read in the Evening 

Standard,” she said.

“So that was the first time I’d 

seen anything in writing.”

At that time Sussex Police 

was already investigating links 

between alleged paedophile 

Nicholas Rabet, now dead, a 

former deputy superintendent 

of  an Islington children’s home, 

and a boy in Islington’s care 

who the Standard would later 

give the name Shane.

ABOUT CHILD ABUSE’

revealed in October 1992 that teenag-

ers were being abused, beaten and 

raped in kids’ homes across the 

borough.

Setting out a fresh demand for a 

new police-led inquiry, Richard, 

co-ordinator of  the Islington 

Survivors Network (ISN), said this 

week he felt that: “Any person 

campaigning for or on behalf  of  

paedophile groups has no place 

working with or making decisions 

for vulnerable children and social 

services.

“She should be questioned and 

called to account for her involvement 

at that time and at any time since.”

Another ISN survivor said that in 

her opinion: “This involvement 

makes any decision she was involved 

in unsafe. Questions have to be 

answered regarding any child protec-

tion or children’s services recom-

mendations made by her and the 

people working with her.”

Labour stalwart Ms Marks, a 

familiar face at constituency events, 

was in a key position to advise 

former council leader Margaret 

Hodge after the abuse scandal was 

exposed. But the former councillor 

repeatedly denied playing any 

part in the 14 subsequent 

inquiries that were held 

 ■ Continued on page 6

 ■ Sandy Marks in 1980. This photo led 
her to admit Fallen Angels connection.
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Secret papers show how 
N19 was nerve centre
for child sex apologists
It is a collection of  paperwork that 

makes for shocking and sometimes 

sickening reading.

Today the Gazette can report on 

the trove of  documents that trace the 

history of  pro-paedophile activism 

in Archway in the early 1980s and led 

to the truth about Sandy Marks’ past.

The newsletters, periodicals, and 

decades-old minutes of  meetings 

were found in an archive of  the 

London School of  Economics (LSE) 

library by graduate research student 

Charlotte Russell.

They paint a deeply worrying 

picture of  pro-paedophile propa-

ganda groups operating in Archway 

in the early 1980s.

At that time a controversial trial 

had caught the public imagination.

In 1979 five members of  the reviled 

Paedophile Information Exchange 

(PIE) had been charged with 

“conspiracy to corrupt public 

morals” over publication of  adverts 

encouraging paedophiles to contact 

each other in the group’s magazine, 

Magpie.

Ms Russell said: “While research-

ing events leading up to the PIE 

trials of  1981 it became apparent a 

particularly confrontational commu-

nity of  N19 paedophile rights activ-

ists campaigning for PIE existed at 

the time – the Fallen Angels 

collective.”

It was this discovery that would 

eventually lead to Sandy Marks.

Ms Russell knew who Ms Marks 

was from press cuttings about the 

Islington children’s homes scandal 

from the 1990s – but when the name 

started appearing in documents 

alongside Fallen Angels she believed 

she had uncovered something new 

and disturbing.

“I wasn’t searching for Sandy 

Marks in the documents,” she said. 

“But I soon realised that I recognised 

her name and it was significant in 

relation to the abuse scandal.”

The documents showed that in 

April 1980 the Fallen Angels trav-

elled to a village on the outskirts of  

Barcelona to attend the annual 

conference of  the International Gay 

Association (IGA).

Over that weekend workshops on 

paedophilia were held and the 

conference newsletter reports Fallen 

Angels came away having won a 

remarkable degree of  support for the 

trial against PIE to be dropped.

The newsletter says an interna-

tional support campaign was set to 

be co-ordinated through “the PIE 

Defence Campaign (contact address 

Fallen Angels)” in Davenant Road, 

Archway.

Sandy Marks is also pictured in 

the newsletter, which lists her as a 

delegate, and says she is a contact 

person for Fallen Angels at an 

address in Hornsey Rise, N19, with 

the request: “Do not write the name 

of  the organisation, and put ‘private’ 

on the envelope.” As the Gazette 

went to press, Ms Marks said she 

“completely den[ied]” she had been a 

member of  Fallen Angels.

At the conference, the Fallen 

Angels circulated a 10,000-word 

paper called Corrupting Children: 

Children, Paedophilia and the 

Struggle – subtitled Women’s and 

Gay Liberation – that decried child 

protection as “a racket” and gave a 

summary submission on paedo-

philia, which has Ms Marks’ initials 

on it. Among the deeply repellent 

views peddled in the submission is a 

final underlined sentence: “We 

demand the right to form alternative 

relations with kids – on their terms, 

and to affirm the erotic in those 

relations.”

Ms Marks at first said she has no 

recollection of  attending the 

Barcelona conference and has 

memory lapses due to the illness ME.  

Yet after being confronted with the 

picture of  herself  in the newsletter 

she said she was vulnerable and had 

been manipulated and brainwashed 

by those around her.

Investigations journalist EMMA YOULE explains 
how a stash of newly uncovered documents linked 
Sandy Marks to the radical Fallen Angels collective

during her tenure as chair of  social 

services, saying she did not have “a 

hands-on role”. “If  children were 

being abused while I was chair of  

social services and I didn’t stop it, 

that’s shameful,” she said. “But I 

didn’t know. It’s my fault that I didn’t 

know.” She added: “At the time I 

thought we had done what we could. 

If  I had known something I would 

have stopped it. I would never want 

to do harm. That wasn’t why I 

became a councillor.”

But Ms Marks admitted with hind-

sight abusers may have slipped the 

net, saying she sympathised with 

calls for a police-led probe. “If  the 

investigation had been done properly 

then people should have been 

charged,” she said, adding: “If  I was 

in their shoes, I would want some-

thing done, even this long after.”

The final White inquiry in 1995, 

ordered by the Department of  

Health, examined serious allegations 

against 32 named Islington staff  

involving “sexual assaults, encour-

aging children to be rent boys, staff  

involvement in paedophile rings and 

child pornography”.

The report was heavily critical of  

the council’s response: “It is clear 

that Islington did not initiate the 

type of  investigation they should 

have and as a consequence the possi-

bility remains that staff  engaged in 

abusive behaviour are now working 

elsewhere in the field with poten-

tially serious consequences.

“Islington should have known and 

acted; they clearly did not.”

But the inquiry found no evidence 

of  organised abuse.

Social worker Dr Liz Davies, the 

original whistleblower on the scan-

dal, tried to alert senior Islington 

officers and councillors – including 

then leader Mrs Hodge – to fears a 

paedophile sex ring was operating in 

the borough. “Sandy Marks was at 

the centre of  the council throughout 

this time,” said Dr Davies. “This new 

information about her and our 

research about PIE and its wide-

spread connections in Islington 

emphasise the importance of  a 

police-led investigation, because 

many of  those who held pro-paedo-

phile views remain within profes-

sional systems and still have 

influence.”

No senior Islington councillors or 

officers were ever held accountable 

for the decades of  abuse that went on 

in the council’s kids’ homes.

After 1995, Ms Marks’ career went 

from strength to strength. She took 

up a role at the National Children’s 

Bureau and became mayor of  

Islington in 1996. Today, she is a 

noted disabilities campaigner.

“It was about the way they twisted 

what I said,” she told the Gazette.

“I don’t think I realised what they 

were doing, that they were using 

what I thought and kind of  re-saying 

it and re-doing it.

“And I think I didn’t really under-

stand the intellectual arguments. 

Because most of  them would have 

been to uni and I left school at 15.”

As the Gazette went to press Ms 

Marks denied being at the confer-

ence, saying the photograph “could 

not have been taken at the event”.

At the IGA conference was another 

Fallen Angel called Tim Brown, of  

Davenant Road, Archway. 

In a later letter to IGA delegate 

groups he signs off  with the words 

“paedophile love & kisses”.

Back in London in late 1979, activ-

ism around the PIE trial was in its 

infancy and Ms Marks and Tim 

Brown are again linked to collectives 

campaigning on the issues.

Typed minutes appear to show 

Sandy Marks attended the third 

meeting of  a group calling itself  

Conspiracy Against Public Morals 

(CAPM) to discuss tactics for a PIE 

defence campaign on September 11, 

1979. Also at that meeting was notori-

ous PIE chairman Tom O’Carroll, 

who was later jailed for possessing 

thousands of  pictures of  naked chil-

dren. Ms Marks said she did not 

know Tom O’Carroll and strongly 

 ■ Continued from page 5

 ■ A lurid page from the Paedophilia and Public Morals pamphlet, above, and, left, 
Sandy Marks is listed as a Fallen Angels contact in conference papers from 1980.

I wasn’t searching 
for Sandy Marks in the 
documents. But I soon 
realised I recognised 
her name and it was 
significant

Charlotte Russell
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denied being at the meeting or a 

member of  the organisation.

Then on June 13, 1980, another set 

of  handwritten minutes of  the Gay 

Rights Committee of  the National 

Council for Civil Liberties (NCCL) 

records a discussion about Sandy 

Marks and Tim Brown allegedly 

producing a book on paedophilia.

Ms Marks described this as “the 

most ridiculous suggestion ever” 

saying she has dyslexia, struggles to 

write even a few hundred words, and 

has never met Tim Brown. She later 

suggested the minutes were a 

“complete fabrication”.

One final document, a lurid 

60-page pamphlet named Paedophilia 

and Public Morals, was published in 

October or November 1980 and was 

to cause a vitriolic split between PIE 

and the Fallen Angels.

PIE identified the booklet as the 

work of  the Fallen Angels and 

accused the group of  a series of  

“hysterical and vicious attacks on 

PIE” within its pages.

It was a stark about-turn from July 

1980, when PIE had hailed the Fallen 

Angels as “heaven-sent support”.

By January 1981 PIE denounced 

the Fallen Angels as “a clique of  

leftover intellectuals, political theo-

rists and hydrophobic feminists”.

But Islington was by now a magnet 

for other pro-paedophile activists 

and campaigning for PIE would 

 ■ The front page of 
Paedophilia and Public 
Morals, below, featured 
child-like cartoons.

continue at some level in the area for 

years to come – with or without the 

Angels’ support.

“By then Islington had become a 

focal point for the polit-

icisation of  paedo-

philia,” said Ms 

Russell.

Within two years of  

this period, Ms Marks 

was elected a Labour 

councillor in Islington 

in 1982. Commenting on 

the documentary 

evidence, she said: 

“Whatever it says I 

don’t agree with it and I 

wouldn’t have agreed 

with it at the time or 

before.”

 ■ NEXT WEEK: In the 
second of our special 
reports into the 
Islington kids’ home 
scandal – the secret list 
of 26 names never 
investigated by police
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 ■ Sandy Marks pictured in the 
Barcelona conference 
newsletter and, below, the 
Fallen Angels’ summary 
submission on paedophilia with 
initials ‘SM’ highlighted by us. 
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